Orientation effects on the electrophoretic mobility of rod-shaped molecules in free solution.
The effect of molecular orientation on the electrophoretic mobility of rod-shaped polylons as measured by free solution capillary electrophoresis is studied by using the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) as a model solute. This orientational dependence of molecular mobility is measured by observing the influence of electrical field strength (up to 400 V/cm) on the electrophoretic mobility of TMV. The electrophoretic mobility of TMV increases with increasing field strength. This increase can be quantitatively correlated with the decrease in the translational frictional coefficient (f) due to the increasing alignment of TMV with the electric field. A model is developed relating the decrease in f to the alignment of TMV with the electric field through its polarizability and aspect ratio. To confirm the observed orientational affects on mobility, control experiments were performed with 0.364 micron diameter Latex spheres. Due to their spherical symmetry, no orientational effects would be expected. Indeed, no increase in mobility was observed for these spherical particles. Calculations are presented to demonstrate that the increase in mobility is unlikely to be caused by either the Wien effect or any temperature variation resulting from Joule heating of the electrophoresis buffer.